
Dear Parents, 
Greeting from SAN Academy!
We at SAN Academy, believe that holistic growth in
education is not achieved through classroom training
alone. Its achieved by instilling confidence to the
student through various mediums. When they have
confidence, they can have a lot of fun in learning, which
makes them accomplish amazing things. The various
focus areas needed for personal development in a child
is the crux behind the choice of various clubs that the
school has to offer.
To share the initiatives that our school has taken in
planning on school clubs, we bring to you this
newsletter, “Mish Mash” which aims to keep you
updated on all the activities planned for the months
ahead.

As parents, if you have any feedbacks or queries, do feel 
free to drop in your suggestions at 
sankam@sanacademy.edu.in. Listening to your 
feedbacks makes us feel more involved as a part of the 
value addition process.

Mrs.R.Archana 
Director



Class VIII & IX

January – 2020



9th January 2020

30th January 2020 – Intra Competition – (Individual Activity)

JUDGEMENT
CRITERIA

 Adherence to the theme
 Vocabulary
 Content
 Facts

23rd January 2020

Agriculture can help reduce poverty, raise national incomes and 
improve food security for 60% of India’s poor population, who 
live in rural areas and work mainly in farming. The agriculture 
sector in India is expected to generate better momentum in the 
next few years due to increased investments in agricultural 
infrastructure such as irrigation facilities, warehousing and cold 
storage. And apart from so many barriers agriculture is the key to 
boost Indian Economy and this is the main source of livelihood of 
our nation.

Topics: Class 8 – Importance of agriculture in Indian economy

Class 9 – Prevailing Problems of Indian Farmers

Students will discuss the topics given above with teachers.

Essay writing on the given topic for each class in about 250 words.
Note: A4 sheet will be provided by the school.

Students will be shown videos on how agriculture is the key for 
India’s prosperity and what difficulties are faced by farmers 
recently.


